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Abstract—Development of virtual/remote laboratories is a
common task involved in the design of course’s assessments
(in engineering disciplines). The deployment of these laboratories must manage several aspects related to the real use of
them, as user’s authorization and access, tracking of usage
information, loading/saving data from experiments and so
on. These features must be implemented by developers in a
particular way for each laboratory. This paper shows how
these services can be used automatically, with no development, using the RELATED management services. The deployment task consists of making a connector to the
RELATED framework in order to consume these services.
A full example is shown, describing the steps followed to
integrate a previously developed low cost laboratory (based
on a Lego system).
Index Terms—component; management services; software
integration; remote and virtual laboratories

I.

INTRODUCTION

Basic development of virtual and remote laboratories
[1] [2] consists in designing a software system with Internet connection capabilities. This system must allow direct
interaction with such laboratory [3]. Once this is done, the
next step consists in the laboratory’s deployment. This
deployment permits managers to control the laboratory’s
visibility. Also, users (usually students) can get access to
the laboratory in order to run the defined experiments. In a
real environment it is very important to take into account
some aspects related to the laboratory’s management:
• Users associated to the laboratory.
• Authorization system for users (role based)
• Analytics about laboratory use (sessions based).
• Booking system.
• Access to experiment’s saved data.
The laboratory’s developer must take into account the
previous aspects, so he/she must provide an implementation of these services (more development effort is needed). The final objective is to get a reliable and efficient
system related to the use/consumption of laboratory’s
resources. Obviously, the implementation can be specific
for the lab’s implementation, but it’s more efficient to
reuse tools and services developed with this objective in
mind. This is the RELATED case [4]. RELATED allows
the building of remote and virtual laboratories in a methodological and structured way. But it also provides a set
of services which implement the aspects to consider in the
deployment of online laboratories.
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The RELATED’s services are implemented using a reliable architecture based on Service Oriented Architectures (SOA). Every aspect previously considered is implemented by SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)
services. These services are orchestrated to get a fully
functional system which combines different scenarios of
services usage. Also, these SOAP services can be consumed by web/mobile applications. In this particular case,
RELATED has a functional web which uses these services [5].
The services architecture is based on a modular approach and every laboratory integrated in RELATED uses
them automatically. This way, any RELATED laboratory
uses this service to check user’s authorization, bookings,
etc.
In Figure 1, the RELATED service’s architecture is described. The main features in the deployment of remote/virtual labs are defined as SOAP services running in
a Web services container (Axis2/Tomcat). Every feature
(users, booking, data, sessions, etc.) is implemented as an
individual web service with a subset of methods providing/setting information associated to the environment of a
real laboratory (users, lab’s experiments, lab’s data, lab’s
bookings, etc.). Every laboratory can be integrated by
means of a connector (called RLAB system) in order to
consume the management services. All these services are
integrated in a transparent way, configuring the connector
using properties defined in a declarative way (XML
based).
Additionally, the connector defines its own services in
order to be consumed from/to RELATED infrastructure.
These services are based on RMI (Remote Method Invocation) and REST (Representational State Transfer) technologies. In particular, the REST service associated to the
connector can be used to build web/mobile labs in a simple way. RELATED provides a full Javascript library to
use
the
management
services
from
HTML5/CSS/Javascript applications. These applications
can be used as hybrid applications in a mobile environment, using specific frameworks to build native applications (for example, PhoneGap [6]). The RMI services are
consumed from Java applications in desktop environments, using the RELATED client for experiments.
In this paper is shown how a simple online laboratory
(with no management services) can be integrated into
RELATED. This integration provides automatic access to
the full set of services provided by RELATED. The automatic use of services has many advantages, but the most
important is the development’s time saving.
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Figure 1. RELATED framework architecture.

The paper is structured as follows. In section II, it is
shown the initial development of a low cost online laboratory. This laboratory uses Lego components to build a
wind turbine system. The integration with the RELATED
framework and services is presented in section III. Section
IV shows how managers and users can use the services by
interacting with the RELATED web site. Also, the running of laboratory’s experiment, from the RELATED’s
point of view, it will presented. Finally, conclusions will
be presented in the last section.
II.

LABORATORY WITH NO MANAGEMENT SERVICES

The developed laboratory is based on low cost Lego
components. The laboratory is a renewable energy system
based on the Lego Mindstorms NXT v2 robotic toolkit
[7], extended with the renewable energy kit [8] which
uses a sensor called Energy Meter. The Energy Meter
sensor is able to measure a set of parameters related to the
power production (such as voltage, electric current, joules
stored in the battery, and watt), as well as storing the electrical power. This way, a remote lab on aeolian energy is
implemented. This aeolian laboratory focuses on helping
students to understand how wind is directly related to the
generation of energy. For this reason, students are asked
to register and observe the generation of voltage for different wind power values. A picture of the aeolian laboratory can be seen in Figure 2.
Such laboratory is implemented with specific technology provided by LabView. This LabView’s technology
allows the programming of several Lego’s components, in
order to get/set values from these components (for example, energy produced by the wind turbine).
The entire laboratory is represented as a set of REST
(Representational State Transfer) services. These services
allow the experiment’s control of wind power generation.
Also, it’s possible to get/set the laboratory’s data (motor’s
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Figure 2. The aeolian laboratory.

power). These services are consumed by a web interface
(simple web page with Javascript support) in order to
carry out the experiment. The web interface is shown in
Figure 3.
This REST API provides a full set of web methods
which can be integrated in several development environments, but also has the advantage to be managed by “web
commands”. For example, it’s possible to get the lab’s
status using a simple web command (a HTTP request like
this: http://62.204.199.219:8080/WindTurbineWS3/status)
which provides status information (JSON format):
{ "Status":
["Ok","NXT","8655","No Error",
"Iddle","30/06/2014
18:54:01"]
}
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Figure 3. Web interface for the aeolian laboratory.

In this case, the Lego lab is ready (“Ok”) and available
to be used (“Iddle”). There are several web commands
(HTTP request) available to get/set the information related
to the lab, but these commands are only functional if there
is an open experiment session.
This laboratory has no management services associated,
so probably it is not ready for a real environment with
several users accessing at the same time. To provide these
management services, a full integration with the
RELATED framework has been done. This integration is
described in section III.
III.

RELATED’S INTEGRATION

In order to get the laboratory’s integration into
RELATED, the methodology of development defined in
RELATED has been used [9]. This methodology defines
how a lab is considered from the RELATED perspective
and how a connector must be built using the ‘RLAB system’ concept. A laboratory (from the RELATED perspective, see Figure 4) is a set of experiments defining the
different behaviours of the lab.

Figure 4. Laboratory components form RELATED’s perspective.
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Every experiment is composed by two types of components: modules (runnable entities with a controlled lifecycle) and views (corresponding with graphical interfaces
used in the lab’s interaction). At least one module is needed to build a RELATED laboratory. The module lifecycle
defines the running of the experiment (in the case of only
one module). In this case, we have the aeolian laboratory
which exposed a set of REST service, so the developed
RELATED module is really a simple REST client consuming the LabView services. Otherwise, the user’s interaction is very limited because it is only possible to
change/set the power applied to the wind turbine motor
(0-100, in percentage). This way, the specific view for the
aeolian laboratory has been developed to provide visual
feedback of main variables. In order to get a real video
streaming of the camera which focuses to the wind turbine
(Aeolian lab), a previously developed view has been added. The modular approach of RELATED allows the reuse
of components (modules and views), only supplying the
module/view definition and its implementation.
Once the components are defined, experiments are declared in the configuration’s lab file (XML based). The
experiment tag includes so many modules and views tags
as needed. While the experiment is running, every module
defined in the experiment is executed as well. Also, every
view included is shown to the user running the experiment. The configuration’s lab file is presented in Figure 5.
Next, details about the module and the view development are presented.
A. Module implementing laboratory proxy to RELATED
A module is implemented by means of a Java interface
called IRLABModule. Interface’s methods describe the
way the lifecycle of the module is executed (init, start,
stop, exit) and how module information is get/set (module
information is based in the variable’s paradigm). In this
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Figure 5. Configuration file for a RELATED laboratory.

Figure 6. Interaction view for aeolian laboratory.

case, it is implemented as a REST client which gets/sets
the module information (wind turbine data) using the
REST services defined in LabView. The configuration’s
lab file showing the module definition is presented in
Figure 5.
B. View implementing visual feedback
A view is implemented in a similar way than a module.
The interface for a view is called IRLABView. This interface has methods to control the view’s visualization and
also methods related to get/set data from the experiment
running inside the RELATED framework. That is, these
methods define the model of information exchange between the views and running experiments. In this case, a
reusable view has been declared in the laboratory’s configuration file (tag <view>) as it can be seen in Figure 2.
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Figure 7. Real time video streaming view for aeolian laboratory.

In this case, one specific view is developed to provide the
interaction with the laboratory (see Figure 6) and another
one (see Figure 7) is reused from previous developments
with other laboratories. A RELATED component can be
reused in other laboratories in a simple way, being this an
additional feature of using the development framework.
IV.

AUTOMATIC MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Once the laboratory and its components are defined and
developed, it is the time to run the publishing tool provided by RELATED. This tool reads the lab’s configuration
file (which defines the connector) and consumes the management services to deploy the laboratory. Also, the tool
generates the RMI and REST services to provide a multidevice application access. Once this is done, the laboratory can be managed and used in the RELATED Web site.

http://www.i-joe.org
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This way, the integrated laboratory has access to the
full services previously commented. The ‘manager role’
can be used to access to the web application in order to
get/set information about management services and laboratory (see Figures 8 and 9). It is mandatory to have a
<manager> tag in the configuration file. This tag indicates
the user name of the laboratory’s manager, so this user
will be the main laboratory‘s manager.
One of the interesting features provided by the publishing tool is the checking of lab’s availability. The publishing tool sends a “signal” to declare the lab “alive” (using
the framework services at a fixed rate time, usually 60
minutes). This way, users can check if the lab is “alive” or
not. Also, the last updated signal time is shown to manager, in order they can review this information to check any
problem in the laboratory. This information is only available for the lab’s managers (an also the rate in minutes).
In Figure 8 is shown the manager view for the status of
laboratory (located in the Description tab).
The experiment’s list is located in the “Experiments”
tab (see Figure 9). This listing is public to all the users
with authorization to access the lab. For every experiment
in the list, the name of the experiment is shown and also
the role associated to current user viewing the listing.
Additionally, a slot time is assigned to the running of
every experiment (this is done in the XML definition file
for every experiment with a special attribute called ‘slotTime’, in minutes) which defines the maximum time in
minutes available for a lab’s session. So, any user can
check how much time is available for using the lab.
Finally, the experiment’s list allows to users gets access
to the experiment’s client using the corresponding icons:
for the java client and
for the HTML5 client.
These icons are available only if there is no an open session for another user. The Open Sessions label, located
near of the top right of the content window, reports about
the number of open sessions (in Figure 9 are, of course,
zero).
One feature available for all the users is the session’s
accounting. The feature allows to users to get information
about their work sessions, and also play again their experimental sessions (generated during the work session with
the lab). The session’s accounting is located in the “Sessions” tab, as it’s shown in Figure 10.
The user gets information about the total number of
sessions (453 in this case) and a paged list of these total
sessions. For every session, the start and finish time is
presented and also the total amount of time for the session
(Work) and the medium time for the experimental sessions carried out during the work session. In the case of
only one experimental session, the time showed corresponds with the time used in this experimental session.
All the times are in minutes.
Another service provided by RELATED is the experimental data utility (using the icon at the right part of
the particular session information). This tool allows users
to view/download data from their experimental sessions
and reproduce the experimental session offline. In Figure
11 is shown the main screen for the data utility.
In order to view/download data from an experimental
session, the first step is select the particular experimental
data session in the main screen. This step start the downloading of data from the RELATED’s data services and
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Figure 8. Web interface used to get information about the laboratory.

Figure 9. Web interface used to get information about the experiments
defined in the laboratory (configuration file of the connector).

Figure 10. Work sessions with the lab for the current user.

Figure 11. Data utility for experimental session data.

makes available to the data utility. There are two options
available as icons once the data is downloaded:
Graphics. It allows to users to paint the data information, grouping this data in a single trend graphic. The
user can select any group of variables to be represented
and also, download the data using the Save button (actually, the data is available in CSV format). In Figure 12 is
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shown the battery charge of the Lego lab during all the
experimental session carried out by the user.
Live. It allows the playing of the experimental session.
The tool has a play/pause/stop button to control the playing of the session and also, it’s possible to use the slider to
go to a particular experiment time. The live option can be
configured in real time to show graphics (the same defined in the experiment component for the XML definition file) or any view defined in the laboratory. In Figure
13 is presented an example of “live” playing of an experiment for the Lego lab, showing the video view while the
experiment is being playing offline.
The before features are available for all the users, but
additionally the managers have others features related to
the management services described in the first section.
The manager can use the ‘Management’ tab associated
to a lab in order to configure the services. These services
include:
Users management. The lab’s manager can
add/remove registered users to have access to the lab.
Also, the rol associated to users in the laboratory can be
change to role ‘student’ (laboratory access) or ‘manager’
(laboratory management). In Figure 14, a list of actual
users (with roles) who have access to the lab is shown. A
manager can as well manage the request to the labs. The
requests are made by registered users and are included in a
list of pending request (every request is sent by email to
the manager in order to report him/her). The requests can
be aprovved or denied by a manager, adding a text comment for this action.
Session data management. Using the ‘Sessions’ tab
(see Figure 15), the manager can get global information
about work sessions in the lab for authorized users. This
information presents the global number of sessions per
user, as a rating of use. It is possible to get detailed information about every session for every user (see Figure 10)
in the same way as it was described before. Managers
have access to all the experimental data for every user of
lab, so the managers (for example, teachers) could use this
data to evaluate the perfomance of the user’s experiments.
The data utility can be a ver usefull tool to check the objetives defined for the experiments carried by the students.

Figure 13. Offline playing of an experimental session data.

Figure 14. Web interface used to access to user’s management services.

Figure 15. Web interface used to access to session’s management
services.

Figure 12. Graphics options for an experimental session data.
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Booking services. In order to book a slot time for using
a lab, the web application provides a service to authorized
users in order to do the bookings. Managers can get statistical information about the total number of bookings (used
and not used) and work sessions associated to used bookings. Also, a manager can modify/delete bookings of
authorized users.
All these management services can be used in other environments (not only by using a web application based on
browser access) integrating them in the corresponding
interface.

http://www.i-joe.org
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V.

CONCLUSSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The deployment process of a developed laboratory involves not only the development process but the definition
of a real interaction environment. This environment must
provide some basic services as user’s access and authorization, booking procedures, data analytics and usage information. Usually, a laboratory developer is focused on
his/her lab, not on the environment, so all these services
must be provide in a transparent way by means of standard services.
RELATED’s framework provides a scalable architecture which provides a real interaction environment for
laboratory users (students and managers). The development of a connector (following the framework guidelines
based on reusable components) provides a simple way to
integrate any laboratory into the RELATED services, as it
is shown in the paper with a detailed example. A lot of
functionality is added automatically, so the laboratory’s
developer only has to focus on what they better know:
his/her laboratory.
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